The year Three/Four class have been focusing on Fables and have looked at the various different Fables we have in our Beautiful Library.

Here are some of the students Fables CAN YOU GUESS THE HIDDEN MESSAGE?

The Rabbit and The Bear

One day in a huge yellow, dry desert there was a Rabbit and a Bear (the Rabbit had just met the bear and didn’t know him to well). They were going for a walk and then they came to a cliff. The cliff was very deep hole in the middle of the desert. Bear said “Jump down that cliff!” The Rabbit wasn’t sure because she thought that Bear was her friend and he was going to protect her, but she listened and jumped. She landed with a THUMP! She had some bruises but was not injured. From that day the rabbit lived at the bottom of the cliff and made new friends.

Sofie Weir

The Swan and the Fish

Once upon a time there was a swan that would eat all the food. The fish would have no food and the swan would laugh at the starving fish. So one day all the fish moved out of the lake to the ocean and the swan was left all alone and the swan was sad. He was all alone because there was no one left in the lake. The swan died alone and the fish died together.

Benjamin Strange

The Boy Who Was Mean

One day a boy was being mean. He teasing the girls and was being so mean that the girls were sad so the next day one of the girls said “why are you being so mean?, you won’t make friends that way.” The boy thought to himself and said, “Sorry I didn’t know I was being mean”. The girl replied and said “its ok”.

Isabella Low